RESHARPENABLE QUICK CHANGE INSERT TOOL POSTS FOR BROWN & SHARPE MACHINES

-Patent No. 5,345,846-

- Replaces conventional circular form tools.
- Pinholes provided both sides for right or left hand operation.
- Machine downtime less than one minute for insert resharpenings or replacement.

SEE PAGE 28 FOR INSERTS BLANKS.

RESHARPENABLE QUICK CHANGE INSERT CIRCULAR TOOL HOLDERS FOR BROWN AND SHARPE MACHINES
(Patent No. 5,345,846)

- Replaces conventional circular form tools.
- Pinholes provided both sides for right or left hand operation on B&S machines.

RESHARPENABLE QUICK CHANGE INSERT SLIDE ADAPTER FOR EURO TSE SHAVE TOOL HOLDERS 760200-1, 760600-1, 766000-1
(Patent No. 5848562)

Can be used with "RQC" Resharpenable inserts or with throwaway (Single usage) inserts.

Insert dims:
- Resharpenable = 1-3/4 X 3/8
- Throwaway = 1-3/4 X 1/8

Max Part Length = 1.750"
Max Part Dia. = 1.312"
Min. Part Dia. = .000"

Cat. No.
RQCTSE-SL